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About Us
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Dread Falls Theatre creates imaginative and

high quality theatre for audiences of all ages.

We tour to a huge variety of venues, from

the tiniest village school to ginormous

theatres across the country. We’re renowned

for the way we bring stories to life using

puppetry, physical storytelling, and

imaginative sets. 

 

Each year we're invited into schools across

the UK to help bring the curriculum to life

through drama, dance and music. Our work

engages children from primary, special and

independent schools.

 

All our shows come with optional workshops

and specially designed resources, so the

creative learning can continue long after

we've left the building.
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Mission Statement
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OUR VISION IS FOR A WORLD ENRICHED

THROUGH THE ARTS

We aim to: 

 

- Transform lives through the arts by creating magical, high quality

learning opportunities that help young people flourish.

 

- Bring the curriculum to life in schools.

 

- Advocate the importance of arts in learning.
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What You Get
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A choice of four fun-filled,

livey shows to inspire and

engage  children from

EYFS through to the end

of KS2.

 

Workshops tailored to suit

ages and abilities of all

children, and exploring a

range of skills.

 

Professionally training

performing artists,

dancers and musicians -

all CRB checked.

 

Access to our premium

range of curriculum

linked resources designed

by education practioners.

A member of staff to greet

us on arrival.

 

A parking space. 

 

A hall, classroom, or outdoor

space in which to perform.

 

Children to watch the show!

 

Time before and after the

show to set up and pack

away.

What We Need What it Costs

Tanglewood Tales,

Professor Octavia,

Lost Luggage Adventures

 

Half  Day - £325

Full Day £425

 

The Snow Queen

 

Half Day - £425

Full Day - £575

Half days are approx 8am to 12pm, or 12pm to 4pm.

Full days are approx 8am to 4pm. 

 

All prices are including travel,  performing arts

workshops, and access to the resources. An

additional cost may be added for any puppet

making workshops you book to cover materials. 
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The Snow Queen

A charming retelling of Hans Christian

Andersen's  well-known fairy tale.

 

Themes/curriculum links: 

Fairytales

Puppets

Magic 

Weather

People who help us

Animals

Castles

Drama

English

Art and Design

Geography

 

Suitable for:

EYFS

KS1

KS2
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Tanglewood Tales

This delightful show brings to life lesser

known and moral folk tales from around

the world.

 

Themes/curriculum links: 

Traditional tales and fairy tales

Puppets

Forests and woodland

Once upon a time

People who help us

Animals

Celebration

Drama

English, Art and Design

PE (dance)

PHSE

 

Suitable for:

EYFS

KS1
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Magical Menagerie

Professor Octavia's
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A unique and interactive theatre show

combining live actors and puppetry.

 

Themes/curriculum links: 

Maps

Animals

Weather

Habitats

Oceans

Drama

Geography

English

Art and Design

 

Suitable for:

KS1

KS2
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The Lost Luggage Adventures

This show with its  enchanting puppetry

and scenery popping out of every box

will delight  young people.

 

Themes/curriculum links: 

Traditional tales

Fairy tales

Puppets

Once  upon a time

People who help us

Drama

PHSE

Geography

PE (dance)

English

 

Suitable for:

EYFS

KS1
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Framework for Learning
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Our theatre in education programme and associated

workshops have the understanding of a child’s creative mind

at its heart. Our performing arts specialists support young

people's  innate creativity in a stimulating environment by

encouraging them to develop a growth mindset, prepare for

future learning opportunities, and foster an active and

responsible approach to citizenship. 

 

By integrating the performing arts, our key objectives are to

encourage confidence, reflection, creative thinking, enquiry,

communication, leadership, participation. teamwork,

motivation and resilience. 
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What Schools are Saying

Fantastic retelling of traditional moral tales. The actors brought these stories to life!

Head of PSHEE

Fabulous puppets that worked well with the story line, actors really engaged with

the pupils. Super show enjoyed by all! 

Year 2 Teacher

I thought that the show was magical and fantastic. 

Year 2 Pupil

 I loved that there were stories within stories. The participation was just right.

KS1 Teacher

I was staring at them so hard, like this, because I didn’t want to miss it!

KS1 Pupil

I loved the dance with the colourful scarfs. It was so clever!

Year One Pupil
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Contact Us

07843880220

dreadfallstheatre

@dreadfallstheatre

@victoriasnaith

dreadfallstheatre@hotmail.co.uk
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